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at least where it would have implications for domestic U.S. law. With respect to treaty termination, modern practice allows the president to terminate treaties on his own, at least where ...
Treaty Clause
Their security priority was to achieve international legal prohibitions and embed a bioweapons taboo in norms and practice ... preferred depositary for modern treaties. By contrast, the United ...
The United Nations and Disarmament Treaties
One objective of the study is to serve as a basis for those engaged in the practice and the reform of the treaty system, also in the context ... In this regard students on the Human Rights Law Clinic ...
Study on the Impact of the United Nations Human Rights Treaties on the Domestic Level
It is an important issue to consider under the proposed 21st Amendment to the Constitution whether the President should sign, ratify or accede to treaties in consultation with the Prime Minister. In ...
Ratification and accession to treaties under 21st Amendment to Constitution
That we were fighting for liberty, justice, the sacredness of treaties and law, and for ‘humanity ... counter to the prevailing practice and tendencies of modern states, whether autocratic ...
The Clearing Aim of the War
Several years ago I went to a small conference in Washington, D.C., and sat in on a lecture on “a new era of statecraft.” The presenter, who worked for the U.S. government—though was not ...
Going Backwards
This module focuses on the most fundamental elements of the law of treaties. It is based on the analysis of the text of the 1969 Vienna Convention on the law of Treaties. It relies on the case law of ...
SOLM116 Fundamental Questions in the Law of Treaties (A22)
OF all tyrannies of unreason in the modern ... and practice as long as England thought it wise to apply .them. The world was made to feel them far into the nineteenth century. The treaty attempted ...
Hugo Grotius
This module focuses on the most fundamental elements of the law of treaties. It is based on the analysis of the text of the 1969 Vienna Convention on the law of Treaties. It relies on the case law of ...
SOLM117 Special Areas in the Law of Treaties (B22)
At this time, more than ever, policy-makers, treaty negotiators, and scholars and students of international law need to understand the ways ... how seemingly disparate spheres of legal theory and ...
Constraining Development
Back in 2006 the Commission on Human Rights, which had been established in 1946, adopted the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and numerous human rights treaties, and established the system of ...
Double-Standards at the UN Human Rights Council
Some conservatives may argue that Obama is violating the law, too ... to run counter to decades of practice by the elected branches, which have used the Treaty Clause to make almost every ...
Why Obama’s Executive Action on Iran Does Not Violate the Law
Alford is a scholar of Chinese law and legal history. His books include To Steal a ... system where human rights are protected as required by international human rights treaties. There were difficult ...
William P. Alford
Putin seems nonchalant about their wish to join Nato so long as their membership is purely defensive in practice. The North Atlantic Treaty of 1949 ... the rule of law, individual liberty, that ...
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